
 
Obviously, the best way to dry the fields are to let Mother Nature handle it - nothing is 
as good as sun and wind to dry a field. However, we recognize that  the weather does 
not always cooperate. Accordingly, we want to offer some tips and guidelines on getting 
the fields ready to play. The equipment mentioned below is in the shed at Clarke. 
 
It is important that coaches allow enough time to prep the fields and it is encouraged 
that you involve parents as well. Generally it is the home teams responsibility, however, 
everyone playing should take some responsibility. Good rule of thumb is that it takes AT 
LEAST an hour to prep a field after a decent amount of rain. Additionally, if you are the 
first game on a Saturday and there has been considerable rain that week, you may want 
to try to get things started on Friday night so that you can get your game in without 
impacting everyone else. 
 
If there is a cover down, first attempt to vacuum the water off of the cover. Most of 
these areas do not drain well and if you do not remove the water from the cover, it will 
make things worse. 
 
We have a series of pumps that can be used to remove large areas of water. Put the 
pump at the lowest part of the puddle and pump it into a bucket. Empty the bucket in a 
grass area AWAY from the field. 
 
Puddle pillows are available at Clarke. Drop it into the puddle, apply pressure and then 
wring it out in a grass area away from the field. When done, hang the pillow on the 
outfield fence of Clarke 2 near the shed so they can dry. 
 
There is a heavy-duty roller squeegee that is non absorbent so that it can be used to 
push water in both infield and outfield areas.  
 
Once the standing water is removed from the field, and if the field is deemed playable, It 
is time to rake and drag the field. After that, there may be a need to incorporate some 
Turface Pro MVP into the infield areas. Spread it like you are seeding a lawn. DO NOT 
dump it all into one area. This stuff will help to dry things out but it is not a miracle. You 
should rake this stuff into the field using one of the many rakes or field drags at the 
complex. 
 
Please note that "Quick Dry" messes up the texture of the infield and acts almost like 
concrete making certain areas hard and decreasing drainage. This is to be used 
sparingly, and spread in the same fashion as TurfacePro.  
 


